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ABSTRACT

We present a general-purpose code transformation system, the POET system, for the purpose of automatic code generation from high-level behavior specifications of object-oriented abstractions to low-level efficient implementations in C++ and Java. In particular, we have developed an extended finite-state-machine-based language, iFSM, which models the behavior logic together with implementation details of arbitrary OO abstractions. We then use the POET system to automatically translate the behavior specifications to type-safe OO implementations in Java or C++. Finally, we use the POET system to automatically translate the behavior specifications to the input language of a model-checker (NuSMV) and apply model checking to validate the correctness of the specification. If the iFSM specification is correct, our approach can always generate a correct and type-safe implementation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Object-oriented programming (OOP) has become one of the most dominant programming paradigms today. In particular, a large collection of tools have been developed to effectively support the design of object-oriented software [44, 32, 26, 27, 28] and to automatically generate code skeletons from high level software design [1, 3, 2, 34, 6]. However, software developers are still required to provide implementation details for each OO abstraction by explicitly managing the control and data flow in lower level OOP languages such as C++ or Java. These implementations details, when coupled with the use of pointer based data structures (e.g., linked lists), are extremely difficult for compilers or static software verification tools to understand. As a result it is difficult to validate the correctness of abstraction implementations or to automatically improve their performance through compiler optimizations.

We introduce a general-purpose code transformation system, POET, for the purpose of automatic code generation from high-level behavior specifications of object-oriented abstractions to low-level efficient implementations in C++ or Java. In particular, we have developed an extended finite-state-machine-based language, the iFSM (Implementation FSM) language, which models the behavior logic together with implementation details of arbitrary OO abstractions. We then use the POET system to automatically translate the behavior specifications to type-safe OO implementations in Java or C++. Finally, we use the POET system to automatically translate iFSM specifications to the input language of a model-checker NuSMV [16], and apply model checking to validate the correctness of the specification. The structure of our translation system is shown as a data flow diagram in Figure 1.

Our goal is to automatically bridge the gap between software design using high-level specification languages (e.g., UML) and software implementation using lower level programming languages (e.g., C++,Java). Our iFSM language is essentially a UML state machine annotated with implementation specifications. An example iFSM specification is shown in Figures 3 and 4. A key insight of the language is that the infinite number of runtime states within an OO abstraction can be summarized using a finite number of summary states. Based on the abstraction of summary states, developers can express program control flow through state transitions in a FSM instead of directly managing control flow through branching instructions. The absence of branches and the explicit declaration of summary states allow implementation details of an abstraction to be much
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easier to validate for correctness. At the same time, our code generation approach ensures that the auto-generated code is as efficient as those manually written by developers. Our contributions include the following.

- We present iFSM, an extended finite-state-machine-based language, to specify both the behavior logic and the implementation details of general-purpose OO abstractions.
- We introduce a general-purpose code transformation system, the POET system, which can be used to effectively translate high-level behavior specifications to low-level efficient implementations.
- We have used the POET system to automatically translate the iFSM language to efficient type-safe OO implementations in Java and C++. Our experimental results show that the auto-generated C++ implementations are as efficient as those manually written by developers.
- We have used the POET system to automatically translate the iFSM language to a model-checking language (NuSMV) and apply model checking to validate the correctness of the specifications.

In the following, Section 2 introduces the POET transformation system. Section 3 describes our iFSM language. Section 4 presents the algorithm for translating iFSM to C++/Java implementations. Section 5 presents the algorithm for translating the iFSM specification to a modeling checking language to validate the specification correctness. Section 6 presents experimental results. Section 7 presents related work. Section 8 concludes the presented work.

2. THE POET TRANSFORMATION ENGINE

Our POET transformation engine is built using an interpreted transformation language named POET [48, 49], which was designed specifically for the purpose of building ad-hoc translators between arbitrary languages (e.g. C/C++, Java) as well as applying transformations to programs in these languages. A preliminary design and implementation of the language have been used to successfully optimize the performance of several important linear algebra kernels in C [49, 50]. In this paper, we have used the POET language to build a system for automated code generation and validation.

Figure 2 shows the structure of our POET translator, which includes the following components.

- Parameter declarations. The translator in Figure 2 starts with a number of external parameter declarations to control the configuration of code generation. Specifically, each keyword parameter declares a global variable, e.g., outputLang and outputFile, whose values can be re-defined by command-line configurations. A single POET translator can therefore be used to dynamically produce different output. This parameterization capability allows different software implementations to be manufactured on demand based on different feature requirements.
- Transformation routine definitions. In Figure 2, the declaration of parameters is followed by a sequence of transformation routine definitions, e.g., the Driver routine. Each POET transformation routine takes a collection of input parameters, e.g., the abstract syntax tree (AST) representation of an input code, and returns the analysis or transformation results. They are defined and invoked similar to imperative functions in C and receive full programming support to accomplish their tasks. In particular, they can use built-in pattern matching operations together with conditionals, loops, and recursive functions to process and build both atomic values (e.g., integers, strings) and compound data structures (e.g., lists, tuples, hash tables, AST objects). Note that AST nodes are built-in data structures in POET. The built-in support for internal representation of programs makes it much easier to build program translators in POET than using a general-purpose language such as C/C++/Java.
- Processing input files and outputing results. The POET translator in Figure 2 uses a single input command to parse all the input programs (i.e., the IFSM files), build an abstract syntax tree (AST) representation of the entire input code, and then store the AST into a user-defined variable (the spec variable). The translator then invokes the Driver routine to traverse the AST and apply various code analysis and transformations. Finally, the transformation results (stored in variables ooCode and smvCode) are unparsed to external files using the output language syntax and the SMV language syntax respectively.

As illustrated by the input and output commands in Figure 2, POET uses syntax definitions obtained from external files to discover the structure of the input code and to unparsing output code with correct syntax. This built-in support for dynamically parsing and unparsing programs in different languages makes it extremely convenient to build ad-hoc source-to-source translators. Concepts from different languages can be mixed within a single AST, and the syntax of AST nodes does not need to be specified until the transformation results are unparsed to external files.

The POET language is ideal for expressing arbitrary sequences of program transformations to the source-level rep-
representation (i.e., the Abstract Syntax Tree) of an input code. The full programming support for customized transformations distinguishes POET from most other existing transformation languages, which rely on pattern-based rewrite rules to support definition of new transformations.

POET is designed to be a code transformation language that can be easily used to build customized source-to-source translators. In this paper, we have used the language to build a code generation system that automatically translates high-level abstraction specifications to low level efficient implementations in languages such as C++/Java.

3. THE IFSM LANGUAGE

Our iFSM (Implementation Finite State Machine) language was initially designed from adapting the HTS state machine language by Niu et al [40]. The goal of iFSM is to precisely describe the implementation details of an object-oriented abstraction as well as the interface of the OO abstraction. The following describes each aspect in more detail.

3.1 Finite State Machine Specification

The goal of the FSM specification is to precisely define the internal operational logic of an OO abstraction without explicitly managing any control flow branches. As illustrated by the example in Figures 3 and 4, each FSM is essentially a UML finite state machine annotated with implementation specifications. Each FSM specification includes the following components.

- Variables, where each variable has a name, a type, and an optional default value. The supported variable types include boolean, integer, external type name, and pointer of other types (e.g., the ref(T) type for variable obj in Figure 3). Each external type name, e.g., the type T in Figure 3, is expected to be the name of an external FSM. However, it could also remain unknown to the iFSM translator as long as the internal structure of the type is never exploited. This decision allows the iFSM language to be easily extensible. For example, float or char can be simply used as unknown type names. Each variable in the FSM specification will be translated into a member variable in the OO abstraction implementation.

- Control states, where each state has a name and an associated boolean expression (defined using the cond attribute in Figure 3). Each FSM control state can represent a potentially infinite number of individual states that an OO object may stay at runtime. A FSM object is considered to be in a control state, e.g., the objIsNULL state in Figure 3, if and only if the associated boolean expression (e.g., obj==null & count==null for the objIsNULL state) evaluates to true. Note that at any time, only one of the boolean expressions associated with FSM states can be evaluated to true; that is, a FSM object can stay at exactly one control state at any point in time.

- Actions, where each action has a list of input parameters and is associated with a sequence of statements. Actions are treated as macros in the FSM specification and they return nothing. They will be translated into private member methods that return void in C++/Java classes.

- Events, where each event has a list of parameters and an optional return value. Each event will be translated into a public or protected member method of the generated abstraction implementation, where the statements and control flow inside the method body are specified through state transitions of the FSM.

- State transitions, where each transition is declared with a set of source states, a set of destination states, a set of triggering events, an optional boolean condition, and a sequence of statements that modify private variables of the FSM abstraction. Each transition will be translated into an if-statement in the method body of each event that triggers the transition.

The key idea of FSM specification is to use a finite number of control states to categorize the infinite number of different values that each member variable of an FSM object may have at runtime. Each public/protected method of a C++/Java class can be expressed as a parameterized event in the FSM. If the C++/Java method modifies private variables of the object, such modifications are modeled as transitions triggered by the corresponding event. The control flow within the body of each C++/Java method is expressed through the source states and the conditions associated with the transitions. The algorithm for translating FSMs to C++/Java classes is presented in Section 4.

Our iFSM language can conveniently express the implementation details of a large collection of OO abstractions. While the current language does not yet support the expression of loops, recursive functions may be expressed by generating new events within transitions. Our future work intends to model loops through the definition of container and iterator concepts.

3.2 Abstraction Interface Specification

While each FSM specification can precisely summarize the implementation details of an OO abstraction, the composition of abstractions requires additional details such as the access control and dynamic binding of member methods and the inheritance relations between abstractions. To support parametric polymorphism (e.g., C++ templates), abstractions may additionally have type parameters.
The abstraction interface specification in Figure 5 illustrate how to specify these OO properties in our iFSM language. In particular, an arbitrary number of FSM class definitions can be built from each FSM. Each FSM class specification includes the name of the current class, the name of the underlying FSM, and a set of optional components including:

- A set of type parameters, which makes the class a C++ template or Java generics;
- A set of base classes that the current class inherits from;
- A set of event names to be used to build constructor methods of the class;
- A single event name to be used to build the destructor method of the class (C++ only);
- A set of extra events which comprise additional public/protected methods of the current class. None of these extra methods is allowed to modify variables of the class.
- The access control (i.e., public, protected, or private) for each event. By default, all events are translated into public methods.
- The static or dynamic binding of methods. The default binding of methods is dynamic when generating Java classes and is static when generating C++ classes.
- Additional method names for events, and whether to rename the methods for certain events.

The goal of the abstraction interface specification is to allow the flexibility of easily adapting abstraction interfaces for different needs, specifically for easy integration of the auto-generated classes with existing code. The iFSM language also supports an invoke declaration that allows the abstraction interface specifications to be embedded within existing C++/Java code.

4. GENERATING IMPLEMENTATIONS

We have used the POET translator shown in Figure 2 to automatically translate iFSM specifications such as those in Figures 3 and 5 to efficient implementations of C++/Java classes. Our translation mapping strategy includes the following.

- Each FSM variable is translated into a private member variable in the resulting class.
- Each FSM action is translated into a private member method that returns void in the resulting class.
- Each FSM event is translated into a public or protected member method in the resulting class.
- Each FSM state transition is translated into an if-statement in the method body of its triggering event.

Figure 6 shows some fragments of the auto-generated C++ class from the FSM specifications in Figures 3 and 5. In particular, the build method of the C++ class corresponds to the build event in Figure 3, and the three transitions triggered by the build event (see Figure 4) have been translated into the three if-statements inside the build method.

The details of our code generation algorithm is shown in Figure 7, which contains three routines, Driver, GenClassImpl, and GenMethodFromEvent. The following explains each routine in detail.

The Driver routine takes a single parameter, input, which contains a set of FSM (an example of which is shown in Figure 3) and abstraction interface (an example of which is shown in Figure 5) specifications. This routine examines each FSM specification and applies type checking to make
template <class T>
class CountRefHandle
{
private:
    int* count; T* obj;
private:
    void destroy() {...} 
    void share(const CountRefHandle& that) {...}
    void init(T* t) {...}
public:
    .......
    void build(const T& t)
    {
    if (obj!=0&&count!=0&&(*count)>1) {
        (*count) = -1+(*count);
        init(t.Clone());
    } else if (obj!=0&&count!=0&&(*count)==1)
    {
        destroy();
        init(t.Clone());
    } else if (obj==0&&count==0) {
        init(t.Clone());
    }
    return ;
    }
    .......
};

Figure 6: Skeleton of auto-generated C++ class implementation

Driver(input)
/*type checking and symbol table construction*/
for each FSM spec. $fsm$ in $input$
    symTab[fsm.name] = GenSymTabFromFSM(fsm);
    res = null;
    for each abstraction spec. $impl$ in $input$
        fsm=find_fsm(symTab,impl);
        res=Append(res,GenClassImpl(symTab[fsm],fsm,impl));
    return res;

GenClassImpl(symTab, fsm, impl)
1. /*generate member variable decls */
   clsBody=GenMemberVars(symTab,fsm);
2. /*generate a private method for each FSM action*/
   clsBody=GenMethodFromActions(clsBody,symTab,fsm);
3. /*transitions not triggered by any event*/
   autoTrans=ImplAutonomousTrans(symTab,fsm);
4. /* map event names to relevant info.*/
   eventMap=MapEvent2Transitions(fsm)
   accessMap=MapEvent2AccessCtrl(impl);
5. for each event name nm in impl.constructors
   clsBody=GenConstructorFromEvent
   (clsBody,nm,symTab,eventMap,autoTrans,accMap);
6. if (impl has named destructor event nm)
   clsBody=GenDestructorFromEvent
   (clsBody,nm,symTab,eventMap,autoTrans,accMap);
7. for each event name nm in fsm
   clsBody=GenMethodFromEvent
   (clsBody,nm,symTab,eventMap,autoTrans,accMap);
8. clsBody=PostProcess(clsBody,impl);
9. return ClassImpl#(impl.name,impl.typeParams,clsBody);

GenMethodFromEvent(clsBody,name,symTab,
    eventMap,autoTrans,accMap)
    evDef=symTab[name]; //find def. of event
    symTab=PushSymTabFromParams(evDef.pars,symTab);
    body=null;
    for each transition t in eventMap[name]
        t_cond=GenConditionFromTrans(symTab,t);
        t_body=GenStmtsFromTrans(symTab,t);
        body=GenIfElseStmt(symTab,t_cond,t_body,body);
    body=Append(body,autoTrans);
    method=Method#(name,evDef.pars,body,evDef.return);
    return Append(clsBody,AccessCtrl#(method,accMap[body]));

Figure 7: Algorithm for generating class implementations

which is similar to the GenMethodFromEvent routine in Figure 7 except that all transitions triggered by the constructor event must start from the default state of the fsm (e.g., the default state of the FSM in Figure 3 is objIsNULL).

6. Extend the class body with a destructor method if necessary: that is, if the interface specification impl includes a destructor event name. The routine GenDestructorFromEvent is similar to the GenMethodFromEvent routine except that the destructor method has a different name.

7. Extend the class body to include a member method for each event in fsm. This is done by invoking the GenMethodFromEvent routine (also defined in Figure 7).

8. Post process the class body to satisfy any additional specifications in impl.

9. Generate a complete class implementation and return the result. The ClassImpl#(name,typeParams,clsBody)
GenNuSMV(symTab,fsm)
1. /* gather memories referenced in fsm states */
   traceThis=MemoryRefsInStates(symTab,fsm);
2. /* gather the conditions that trigger each transition */
   condMap=MapTrans2Conditions(symTab,fsm);
3. /* compute alias info. of pointer variables */
   for each pointer variable x in traceThis
      aliasMap[x]=GatherAliasedVars(tracePtr[x]);
4. /* compute mod info. from transitions */
   for each memory ref x in traceThis
      modMap[x]=MapModInTransitions(symTab,fsm,x,aliasMap);
5. /* gather external references in modMap and condMap */
   traceExtern=GatherExternRefs(modMap) \cup GatherExternRefs(condMap);
6. /* generate SMV variable declarations */
   smvVars=traceThis \cup traceExtern \cup fsm.eventNames \cup “state”;
   smvBody=GenVarDeclInSMV(smvBody,symTab,fsm,smvVars);
7. /* generate initialization of SMV variables */
   initVars=traceThis \cup “state”;
   smvBody=GenVarInitInSMV(smvBody,symTab,fsm,initVars);
8. /* generate state transitions */
   cases={Case#(condMap[t,t.to] \forall t \in fsm.transitions)
       smvBody=GenAssignInSMV(smvBody,“state”,cases);
9. /* generate variable modifications */
   for each x in traceThis
      cases={GenCaseInSMV(symTab,x,modMap[x][t],tracePtr[x],condMap[x] \forall t \in fsm.transitions)
       smvBody=GenAssignInSMV(smvBody,x,cases);
10. /* generate properties */
    for each s in fsm.states
       GenPropertyInSMV(smvBody,symTab,s.name,s.cond);

Figure 8: Algorithm for generating SMV code

notation constructs an AST node named ClassImpl which can be unparsed with proper syntax in either C++ or Java. For details on the construction and unparsing of AST nodes, see Section 2.

The GenMethodFromEvent routine of the algorithm takes several parameters, including clsBody (the current class body), event name, symTab (the symbol table), eventMap (which maps each event name to transitions triggered by it), autoTrans (statements that implement transitions not triggered by any event), and accMap (which maps each event name to its access control). The routine first finds the event declaration from symTab and extends the symbol table with new type information on the event parameters. It then builds the body of the event method by generating a statement for each transition triggered by the event. In particular, the if-condition for each transition t considers both the boolean expressions associated with each source states of t and any additional constraints expressed in the cond attribute of t. The true branch of the if-Statement is generated from the action attribute of t, and the false branch includes the remaining statements that implement other triggered transitions. Finally, the method body is extended with statements in autoTrans, and a method declaration with proper access control is appended at the end of the given clsBody.

The algorithm in Figure 7 is correct because it accurately reflects the semantics of our iFSM language.

5. VALIDATING CORRECTNESS
   The key idea of our iFSM language is to provide a higher level concept over program control flow in the implementations of object oriented abstractions. In particular, the declaration of control states explicitly categorizes the infinite runtime states of an OO object so that conditional branches within a method implementation can be expressed as state transitions triggered by external events. The explicit categorization of runtime states and the absence of arbitrary branches not only make the semantics of the implementation much easier to understand, they allow various properties of the OO abstractions to be more easily validated. As a proof of concept, we show how to automatically validate the correctness of control state abstractions in FSM specifications. We are working on automatically validating other properties of OO abstractions, e.g., the aliasing of pointers and the shapes of data structures.

To validate the correctness of a FSM specification, we use another code generation algorithm, shown in Figure 8, to automatically translate iFSM specifications into the input language for a model checker, NuSMV [16]. Both code generation algorithms are implemented using the POET system, discussed in Section 2.

The goal of the code generation algorithm in Figure 8 is to validate the correctness of all the state transitions in an iFSM specification. In particular, it tries to validate that for each state transition trans declared to go from one control state state1 to another state2, if the runtime state of the memory satisfies both the boolean expression associated with state1 and the cond expression associated with trans, then after modifying memory by evaluating the actions of trans, the runtime state of memory satisfies the boolean expression associated with the state2.

Our algorithm therefore must generate SMV code that separately implement each transition through the tracing of control states and through direct modifications to memory. It must then use LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) properties to reconcile the results of implementing each transition via both approaches.

Figure 9: Partial evaluation results of the Figure 8 algorithm for the Figure 4 FSM specification
The code generation routine GenNuSMV in Figure 8 takes two parameters, symTab, the symbol table generated by the driver routine in Figure 7; and fsm, the finite state machine specification to validate. The algorithm follows the validation strategy through the following steps.

1. Gather memories referenced in boolean expressions associated with the control states of fsm. These memory stores must be traced in the model checking language (the SMV language) to validate the correctness of transitions. Therefore a SMV variable must be created for each of them. For example, in the FSM specification in Figure 8, the memory stores referenced in the control states include obj, count, and val(count) (the dereference of the pointer variable count). These memory references are collected into the variable traceThis, shown in Figure 9.

2. Gather the triggering conditions for each transition. Specifically, the algorithm builds an associative table (condMap) that maps each transition t to its triggering conditions, which include both the boolean expressions associated with the source states of t and any additional constraints expressed in the cond attribute of t. The triggering condition is computed by calling the GenConditionFromTrans function as shown in the GenMethodFromEvent routine of Figure 7. Figure 9 shows the resulting condMap for some of the transitions in Figure 3.

3. Compute pointer aliasing information. First, for each pointer variable x in traceThis, gather all the values that have been assigned to x by each transition defined in fsm. Each value is represented using a pair (cv, exp), where cv is the triggering event of the transition, and exp is the new value assigned to x. If the transition has no triggering event, a pair must be created for each event of the fsm. The resulting tracePtr table for both the count and obj variables in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 9. The algorithm then further examines each tracePtr collection to extract all the member variables of FSMs that can be aliased with x. The result is shown in the aliasMap table in Figure 9.

4. For each memory reference x in traceThis, compute the new value assigned to x by each transition. In particular, the MapModInTransitions routine builds an associative table for x by going over each transition t in fsm and mapping t to the last value assigned to x by statements in t.action (the action attribute of t). Note that this routine collects only the last value assigned to x by each transition; that is, it does not trace intermediate modifications within transactions (e.g., modifying x to be null before giving it another value). Some of the resulting modMap is shown in Figure 9 for various transitions.

Because no branching instruction is allowed inside transitions, if a variable x is modified within the transition, a unique expression can be determined to be the new value for x if there is no ambiguity on modifying memories that may be aliased to x. The aliasing ambiguity is determined by examining aliasMap. If an ambiguity exists, a set of new values for x is returned if all potential modifications can be captured. The validation fails if an aliasing ambiguity cannot be precisely modeled.

5. Gather all the external expressions that have been used to as new values for variables in traceThis (i.e., expressions in modMap) or have been used to build triggering conditions of transitions (i.e., expressions in condMap). An SMV variable need to be created for each of these expressions, which are collected into the traceExtern variable in Figure 8.

6. Generate SMV variable declarations. In particular, a SMV variable is generated for each expression in traceThis or traceExtern. Further, a SMV variable is generated for each event name, and a special variable named state is generated to explicitly trace the state transitions.

7. Initialize SMV variables that need to be traced. Note that we categorize the SMV variable generated above into two groups. The first group includes the special state variable and variables in traceThis. These variables need to be initialized, and their values will be controlled by transition relations. The rest of variables, which comprise the second group, are not controlled by state transitions and are therefore left uninitialized so that the model checker will enumerate all possible values for them.

8. Generate state transitions. In particular, the state variable is modified based on the transition declarations in fsm.

9. Generate memory modifications. In particular, each variable x in traceThis is modified based on transition declarations in fsm; i.e., based on the values stored in modMap[x].

10. Generate LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) properties to validate state transitions. In particular, a property is generated for each control state s to validate that at any point of runtime, the state variable equals to s if and only if the boolean expression associated with s evaluates to true.

The algorithm in Figure 8 shows how to validate a single FSM specification. For multiple related FSMs, SMV code can be generated that collectively model their behavior through the interaction of events. Using our iFSM language, the aliasing of a pointer variable can be easily resolved if the variable is never passed outside for modification. We expect this case to be true almost universally in reality, as keeping critical variables private is the standard practice of object oriented programming.

The SMV code generated from our FSM specifications is rather simple when compared with those required for validating typical software design properties. However, we argue that validating the correctness of software implementations is an extremely hard problem and is in general not solvable. Our approach has made the problem easier to tackle by allowing developers to explicitly declare abstractions of control states and the transitions between control states. Through the FSM specification, we no longer need to handle program control flow and instead only need to reason about each transition independently. The separation of concern makes it possible to precisely determine the possible new values for each variable.

Our algorithm in Figure 8 aims to validate that the transition declarations of a FSM specification are consistent with its state declarations. It does not guarantee the complete
correctness of FSM specifications in terms of other properties. Software developers may specify additional properties in our iFSM language for validation. We are working on supporting such capabilities.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have used our iFSM language to specify the implementations of several object oriented abstractions and have produced correct implementations for each abstraction in both Java and C++ when applicable. In particular, these abstractions include:

- Two finite state machine abstractions which are converted to test our code generation algorithm. Both Java and C++ code are generated for these abstractions.
- A reference counting based smart pointer abstraction manually written in C++ for a compiler project [47]. A FSM specification was manually written for this abstraction, and a new C++ implementation is automatically generated. The FSM specifications and the autogenerated C++ class are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 6. A Java class is not generated for this abstraction because Java does not allow explicit memory management by developers.
- Two iterator classes in C++ taken from the same compiler project. The first is a single item iterator class that provides an iterator interface for a single item; the second is a multi-iterator class which combines two iterator interfaces into a single one. Both C++ and Java classes are auto-generated for these abstractions.

Our goal is to show that the auto-generated class implementations perform as well as alternative implementations manually written by professional C++/Java developers. Since all of our manual implementations are in C++, we compare the performance of auto-generated C++ code with their manually written counter parts. Figure 10 shows the result of comparison.

We have manually written a C++ driver function to measure the performance of each C++ class. For each class, the driver builds a large array of class objects and then invokes public methods of the objects a large number of times (proportional to the array size). Two executables are generated for each class by linking the same C++ driver with different implementations: the auto-generated implementation and the manually written implementation.

We have compiled all the C++ code using g++ 4.2.0 with -O2 option. The elapsed time of each executable is measured on an Intel 2.16 GHz Core2Duo processor with 1GB 667MHz memory and 4MB L2 cache. The performance results are reported in Figure 10.

From Figure 10, we see that all the auto-generated C++ code perform similarly as the manually written one. In particular, the auto-generated iterator class implementations consistently performed slightly better than the manually written ones, while the auto-generated reference counting class implementation performed slightly worse than the manually written one. The differences are minor and are likely caused by random factors in the compiler.

7. RELATED WORK

We present a code generation approach which aims to fill the gap between high-level software design and low-level efficient implementations. While numerous projects [33, 35, 45] have automatically produced program implementations from finite state machine specifications, these implementations target finite state machine abstractions in specialized domains, e.g., embedded systems. In contrast, our goal is not generating implementations of finite state machine abstractions. Instead, we use a finite number of control states to abstract the infinite number of runtime states within general-purpose OO abstractions. We then use state transitions to specify the implementation of general-purpose OO abstractions without explicitly managing control flow.

Program transformation tools have long been used to analyze, modify, reshape, and optimize existing code, including re-documenting/re-implementing code, reverse engineering, changing APIs, and porting to new platforms [10, 4, 24]. A number of translation systems [7, 9, 39, 23, 25] can automatically generate programs from formal specifications such as system design model [43], mathematical formulations [22, 9], reflection of metadata and code [21], design patterns [14] and dataflow graphs [41]. Several general-purpose transformation languages and systems have been developed [31, 20, 13, 5] and some have been widely adopted [13, 5]. These tools and systems mostly rely on pattern-based transformation rules coupled with application strategies [39, 23, 13, 5, 31, 25]. Although these rules are convenient to use and easy to learn, they are limited in their capability to express arbitrary program transformations. Our work is based on a more complete transformation language, POET, which supports compound data structures, arbitrary control flow, and recursive functions. We focus on combining program transformation with software verification technology to ensure both correctness and efficiency of generated code.

Generative programming is a software engineering paradigm that focuses on effective configuration and integration of customized reusable software [18, 46, 8] and automatic adaptation of software components [29] in the context of product-line and model-driven architectures [12, 44]. Our research also aims at automatic software construction, but we focus on generating implementations of individual object-oriented abstractions instead of integration and adaptation of existing software components.

Model driven development [44, 32] captures important aspects of a software system through models [26, 27, 28] before producing executable code [1, 3, 2, 34, 6]. There have been
research work [30, 36, 1, 3, 2] and successful commercial tool suites, including IBM Rational Rose, Telelogic SDT, and i-Logix STATEMATE, that support aspects of Model Driven Engineering, such as software modeling and code generation. However, most of these systems provide only the simplest analysis capabilities, such as consistency checking and simulation, and most produce only skeletons of C++/Java code. Our work provide tools that combine UML diagrams with additional semantic descriptions to fully automate the generation of object-oriented implementations.

Formal methods have then be used widely to validate the correctness of both system design and implementations [11, 17, 42, 37, 15, 38, 19]. We use the NuSMV [16] model checker to validate the abstraction of state transitions in our iFSM language.

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a general purpose code transformation system to automate the generation of efficient implementations from high-level specifications of object oriented abstractions. Our approach aims to automatically bridge the gap between software design using high-level specification languages (e.g., UML) and software implementation using lower level programming languages (e.g., C++,Java). Our current iFSM language uses a finite number of summary states to categorize the infinite number of different values that each member variable of an OO abstraction may have. Through the specification of state transitions, developers no longer need to explicitly manage program control flow in low level OO programming languages such as C++ and Java. We have shown that this approach produces implementations that are as efficient as those manually written by developers and that the absence of branches allows implementation details of the abstraction to be easily validated for correctness.
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